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ABSTRACT. A sup-interpretation is a tool which provides upper bounds on the size of the values
computed by the function symbols of a program. Sup-interpretations have shown their interest to
deal with the complexity of first order functional programs. This paper is an attempt to adapt the
framework of sup-interpretations to a fragment of object-oriented programs, including loop and
while constructs and methods with side effects. We give a criterion, called brotherly criterion, which
uses the notion of sup-interpretation to ensure that each brotherly program computes objects whose
size is polynomially bounded by the inputs sizes. Moreover we give some heuristics in order to
compute the sup-interpretation of a given method.
1 Introduction
Computer security is defined as ensuring confidentiality, integrity and availability require-
ments in whatever context [6]. For example, a secured system should resist to a buffer-
overflow. In this paper, we focus on analyzing the complexity of object-oriented programs,
that is the number of objects created by a program during its execution, by static analysis.
For that purpose, we use semantics interpretation tools called sup-interpretations. Sup-
interpretations were introduced in [14, 15] in order to study the complexity of first order
functional programs. A sup-interpretation consists in a function which provides an up-
per bound on the size of the values computed by some symbol of a given program. The
notion of sup-interpretation strictly generalizes the notion of quasi-interpretation [8] (i.e.
analyzes the complexity of strictly more algorithms) which has already been used to per-
form Bytecode verification [4] and which has been extended to reactive programs [5, 10].
Sup-interpretations allow to characterize complexity classes and, in particular, the class of
NCk functions [7, 16].
A major challenge consists in the adaptation of such an analysis to object-oriented pro-
grams with respect to the following points. Firstly, we have to carefully translate the notion
of sup-interpretation from the functional paradigm to the object-oriented paradigm, tak-
ing into account the new object features such as method calls or side effects. Secondly,
we also want to ensure the viability of our study by obtaining heuristics to compute sup-
interpretations.
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The considered language is inspired by the Featherweight Java of [12] and is a fragment
of the Java language of [11] which includes side effects and to which we add loop and while
constructs. This language is a purely object-oriented language like SmallTalk. For simplicity,
inheritance, typing and subtyping are not considered in this paper. However, the analysis
presented in this paper can be extendedwithout restriction to a Java-like language including
primitives types such as characters, integers or booleans.
Our work is a continuation of recent studies on the Implicit Computational Complexity
of imperative programs [18, 13]. Contrarily to these seminal works, we work on polynomial
algebra instead of matrix algebra. There are at least two reasons for such an approach.
Firstly, the use of polynomials gives a clearest intuition and pushes aside a lot of technicali-
ties. Secondly, polynomials give more flexibility in order to deal with method calls, which is
essential in order to study the object oriented paradigm. Some studies on the cost analysis of
Java Bytecode have already been developed in [1, 2]. In this paper, wemake a distinct choice
by considering a more formal and restricted language. We perform the analysis at the lan-
guage level and not at the Bytecode level. The pros are that our study has more formal basis
and more portability (i.e. it can easily be adapted to distinct object-oriented languages). The
cons are the restrictions on the considered language. However, these restrictions are put in
order to make the study more comprehensible and we claim that they could be withdraw
without any difficulty.
The paper is organized as follows. After introducing our language and the notion of
sup-interpretation of an object-oriented program, we give a criterion, called brotherly crite-
rion, which ensures that each brotherly program computes objects whose size is polynomi-
ally bounded by the input size. Then, we extend this criterion to methods, thus obtaining
heuristics for synthesizing sup-interpretations of non-recursive methods.
2 Object-oriented Programs
2.1 Syntax of programs
A program is composed by a sequence of classes, including a main class, which are named
by class identifiers in Class. A class C ∈ Class is composed by a sequence of attribute
declarations, a constructor and a sequence of methods. The main class main is only com-
posed by attribute declarations and commands, i.e. there is nomethod and no constructor in
main. var X; corresponds to the declaration of the attribute X, where X represents a field
of a given class and belongs to a fixed setX . Amethod is composed by amethod identifier f
belonging to a set F , a sequence of arguments x1, . . . , xn ∈ P , also called parameters, and a
command Cm and is of the shape f(x1, . . . , xn) {Cm ; return X; }, where the attribute X cor-
responds to the field returned as output. A constructor C(x1, ..., xn) {X1 := x1; . . . ;Xn := xn}
assigns a parameter to each attribute of the corresponding class. Throughout the paper, we
use capital letters X,Y,Z and lower-case letters x, y, z in order to make the distinction be-
tween attributes and, respectively, parameters. A command is either the skip command, a
variable assignment, a sequence of commands Cm1;Cm2, a loop command, a while command
or a conditional command. An expression is either a parameter x, an attribute X, the null
reference or the creation of a new object using a constructor. A method call is of the shape
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X.f(e1, . . . , en), with f ∈ F , X ∈ X and with e1, . . . , en expressions. The precise syntax of
the language is summed up by the following grammar:
Attributes ∋ A ::= var X; | var X; A
Expressions ∋ e ::= x | X | null | new C(e1, . . . , en)
Method call ∋ a ::= X.f(e1, . . . , en)
Commands ∋ Cm ::= skip | X := a | X := e | Cm1;Cm2 | loop X {Cm}
| if(e)then{Cm1}else{Cm2} | while e {Cm}
Methods ∋ M ::= f(x1, . . . , xn) {Cm ; return X; }
Constructors ∋ Cons ::= C(x1, ..., xn) {X1 := x1; . . . ;Xn := xn}
Class ∋ C ::= Class C {A Cons M1 . . .Mn}
main ::= Class main {A Cm}
Notation 1 We will use the notation e to represent the sequence e1, . . . , en when n is clear from the
context.
The sets X , P , F and Class are pairwise disjoint. All attributes occurring in the meth-
ods of a given class Cmust belong to the attributes of this class. All parameters occurring in
the command Cm of a given method must belong to the parameters x1, . . . , xn. Let FC and
XC be respectively the sets of methods and attributes declared in the class C.
We add the following syntactic restrictions to our language: We suppose that C 6= C′
implies FC ∩ FC′ = XC ∩ XC′ = ∅. There is no method overloading. A program is not
allowed to write the attribute X during the execution of a loop X {Cm}. There are neither
local variables, nor static variables. All these restrictions are put in order to simplify the
discussion. However we claim that they also could be analyzed by our framework.
Example 1 (Linked list) Consider the linked list class described in figure 1. X and Y represent the
head and tail attributes whereas W and Z store intermediate computations. Notice that W and Z are
required since the considered language has no local variables.
Class List { var X; var Y; varW; var Z; W := Y;
List(x, y,w, z) {X := x; Y := y; W := w; Z := z; } loop Y {
getHead() {skip ; return X; } Z := new List(W.getHead(),Z,null);
getTail() {skip ; return Y; } W := W.getTail();
setTail(y) {Y := y ; return X; } } ;
reverse() { Z := new List(X,null); return Z; }
}
Figure 1: Linked list
2.2 Semantics
In this section, we define a semantics without references. This semantic weakening is not a
hard restriction since we are more concerned with providing a semantics which takes into
account the number of object creations than by giving a precise semantics of object-oriented
programs, as it will be illustrated by remark 2.2. The domain of computation is the set of
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objects (values) described in [12] and is defined inductively by:
Objects ∋ o ::= null | new C(o1, . . . , on)
where C ∈ Class is a class having n attributes and o1, . . . , on are objects. Notice that objects
are particular expressions, only using class constructors.
DEFINITION 1.[Size] The size |o| of an object o is defined inductively by |o| = 0, if o =
new C(), and |o| = ∑ni=1 |oi|+ 1, if o = new C(o1, . . . , on).
Objects are created through explicit requests, using a constructor and the new construct.
Consequently, an attribute Xmay be successively attached to distinct objects during the pro-
gram execution. The operational semantics of our language is inspired by the operational
semantics of the Java fragment given in [11]. It is closer to [11] than to [12] since we use
variable assignments (i.e. there are side effects). Contrarily to [11], we do not make explicit
use of references since the object description suggested above is sufficient to control pro-
gram complexity (i.e. the number of object creations). In general, an object of the shape
new C(o1, . . . , on) can be viewed as an object of the class C with n implicit references to the
objects o1, . . . , on.
A store σ is a partial mapping from attributesX and parametersP to objects in Objects.
A store can be extended to expressions andmethod calls by nullσ = null, new C(e1, . . . , en)
σ = new C(e1σ, . . . , enσ) and X.f(e1, . . . , en)σ = Xσ.f(e1σ, . . . , enσ). Given a store σ, the no-
tation σ {⋄1 ← o1, ..., ⋄n ← on} means that the object stored in ⋄i ∈ X ∪ P is updated to the
object oi in σ, for each i ∈ {1, n}. Given an expression (or a method call) d and a store
σ, the notation 〈d, σ〉 ↓ 〈o, σ′〉 means that d is evaluated to o and that the store σ is up-
dated to the store σ′ during this evaluation. Given a command Cm, we use the notation
〈Cm, σ〉 ↓ 〈σ′〉, if σ is updated to σ′ during the execution of Cm. Given a program p of main
class Class main {A;Cm} and a store σ, p computes a store σ′ defined by 〈Cm, σ〉 ↓ 〈σ′〉.
The expression null is evaluated to null. Given a store σ, a variable or a parameter
⋄ is evaluated to ⋄σ. The expression new C(e1, . . . , en) is evaluated to new C(o1, . . . , on), if
the expressions e1, . . . , en are evaluated to the objects o1, . . . , on. The operational semantics
of expressions is described in figure 2.
⋄ ∈ X ∪ P
〈⋄, σ〉 ↓ 〈⋄σ, σ〉 〈null, σ〉 ↓ 〈null, σ〉
∀i ∈ {1, n} 〈ei, σ〉 ↓ 〈oi, σ〉
C ∈ Class
〈new C(e1, . . . , en), σ〉 ↓ 〈new C(o1, . . . , on), σ〉
Figure 2: Operational semantics of an expression
The command skip does nothing. The command X := d assigns the object computed
by d to the attribute X in the store. The command Cm1;Cm2 corresponds to the sequential
execution of Cm1 and Cm2. if(e)then{Cm1}else{Cm2} executes either the command Cm1 or
the command Cm2 depending on whether the expression e is evaluated to the object null
or to any other object. The command loop X {Cm} executes |o| times the command Cm,
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if o is the object stored in X. Finally, the command while e {Cm} is evaluated to skip,
if e is evaluated to the object null, and to Cm;while e {Cm} otherwise. The operational
semantics of commands is described in figure 3.
〈skip, σ〉 ↓ 〈σ〉
〈d, σ〉 ↓
〈
o, σ′
〉
〈X := d〉 ↓
〈
σ′ {X ← o}
〉
〈e, σ〉 ↓ 〈null, σ〉
〈if(e)then{Cm1}else{Cm2}, σ〉 ↓ 〈Cm1, σ〉
〈e, σ〉 ↓ 〈o, σ〉 o 6= null
〈if(e)then{Cm1}else{Cm2}, σ〉 ↓ 〈Cm2, σ〉
〈Cm1, σ〉 ↓
〈
σ′
〉 〈
Cm2, σ′
〉
↓
〈
σ′′
〉
〈Cm1;Cm2, σ〉 ↓
〈
σ′′
〉
〈X, σ〉 ↓ 〈o, σ〉
〈loop X {Cm} , σ〉 ↓ 〈 Cm; . . . ;Cm︸ ︷︷ ︸
|o| times
, σ 〉
〈e, σ〉 ↓ 〈o, σ〉 o 6= null
〈while e {Cm} , σ〉 ↓ 〈Cm;while e {Cm} , σ〉
〈e, σ〉 ↓ 〈null, σ〉
〈while e {Cm} , σ〉 ↓ 〈skip, σ〉
Figure 3: Operational semantics of a command
If f is a method defined by f(x1, . . . , xm) {Cm ; return Xk; } in a class C having n at-
tributes X1, . . . ,Xn, then, given a store σ s.t. Xσ = new C(o1, . . . , on), the evaluation of
X.f(e1, . . . , em) is performed first by evaluating the expressions ej to the objects pj, then, by
evaluating the command Cm with a store σ{x1 ← p1, . . . , xm ← pm,X1 ← o1, . . . ,Xn ← on}
and, finally, by returning the object stored in Xk. The operational semantics of method call
is described in figure 4.
∀i 〈ei, σ〉 ↓ 〈pi, σ〉 Class C
{
. . .var Xj; . . .f(x1, . . . , xm) {Cm ; return Xk; }
}
Xσ = new C(o1, . . . , on) 〈Cm, σ {X1 ← o1, . . . ,Xn ← on, x1 ← p1, . . . , xm ← pm}〉 ↓ 〈σ′〉
〈X.f(e1, . . . , em), σ〉 ↓
〈
Xkσ
′, σ′{X ← new C(X1σ
′, . . . ,Xnσ
′)}
〉
Figure 4: Operational semantics of a method call
Example 2 Consider the following program together with the class of example 1:
Classmain { varU; varV; var T; V := new List(U,null); loop T {U := V.setTail(V); } }
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Given a store σ such that Uσ = oU and Tσ = oT we have:
〈
V := new List(U,null), σ
〉
↓
〈
σ
{
V ← new List(oU ,null)
}〉
〈U := V.setTail(V), σ〉 ↓
〈
σ
{
V ← new List(oU ,new List(oU ,null),null)
}〉
〈loop T {U := V.setTail(V)} , σ〉 ↓
〈
σ
{
V ← f|o
T |(null)
}〉
where f(x) = new List(oU , x,null) and ∀n ∈ N − {0} , fn+1 = f ◦ fn.
Remarks: The considered domain of computation is a set of terms without references and,
consequently, it roughly approximates complex data structures such as cyclic data structure.
For example, given a store σ, a main program of the shape:
X1 := new List(X,null); X0 := X1.setTail(X2);
X2 := new List(Y,null); X0 := X2.setTail(X1);
computes a store σ′ such that:
X1σ
′ = new List(Xσ,new List(Yσ,null),null)
X2σ
′ = new List(Yσ,new List(Xσ,new List(Yσ,null),null),null)
However, this is not a serious drawback since the concern of this paper is to provide upper
bounds to the number of object creations and such data are preserved by the representation
of objects by terms.
3 Sup-interpretations and weights
3.1 Assignments
Let R+ be the set of positive real numbers.
DEFINITION 2.[Class assignment] Given a class Cwith n attributes, the assignment IC of the
class C is a mapping of domain dom(IC) ⊆ FC ∪ {C}, where FC is the set of the methods
of the class C. It assigns a function IC(f) : (R+)m+1 7−→ R+ to each method symbol f ∈
dom(IC) of arity m and a function IC(C) : (R+)n 7−→ R+ to the constructor C.
DEFINITION 3.[Program assignment] Given a program p, the assignment I of p consists
in the union of the assignments of each class C of Class, i.e. I(b) =de f IC(b) whenever
b ∈ dom(IC).
DEFINITION 4.[Canonical extension] A program assignment I is defined over an expression
or method call d if each symbol of F ∪ Class in d belongs to dom(I). Suppose that the
assignment I is defined over d, the partial assignment of d w.r.t. I, that we note I∗(d) is the
canonical extension of the assignment I defined as follows:
1. If ⋄ is an attribute or a parameter (in X ∪ P), then I∗(⋄) = @, with @ a new variable
ranging over R+, s.t. the restriction of I∗ to X ∪ P is an injective function.
2. If C is a constructor of a class C ∈ Class having n attributes and e1, . . . , en are expres-
sions then we have I∗(new C(e1, . . . , en)) = I(C)(I∗(e1), . . . , I∗(en)).
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3. If f ∈ F is a method of arity m and e, e1, . . . , em are expressions, then:
I∗(e.f(e1, . . . , em)) = I(f)(I∗(e1), . . . , I∗(em), I∗(e))
Notice that the assignment I∗(d) of an expression or method call d with m parameters
x1, . . . , xm occurring in a class C having n attributes X1, . . . ,Xn denotes a function φ from
(R+)n+m → R+ satisfying φ(I∗(X1), . . . , I
∗(Xn), I∗(x1), . . . , I
∗(xm)) = I∗(d). Throughout
the paper, we use the notation I∗(e)(a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bm) to denote φ(a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bm).
DEFINITION 5. LetMax-Poly {R+} be the set of functions defined to be constant functions
in R+, projections, max, +, × and closed by composition. Given a class with n attributes,
an assignment I is said to be polynomial if for every symbol b of dom(I), I(b) is a function
ofMax-Poly {R+}.
DEFINITION 6. The assignment of a constructor C of arity n is additive if:
I(C)(⋄1, . . . , ⋄n) =
n
∑
i=1
⋄i + αC, where αC ≥ 1, if n > 0
I(C) = 0 if n = 0
If the assignment of each constructor C ∈ Class is additive then the program assignment
is additive.
LEMMA 7. Given a program p having an additive assignment I, there is a constant α such
that for each attribute X and each store σ, the following inequalities are satisfied:
|Xσ| ≤ I∗(Xσ) ≤ α× |Xσ|
PROOF. Define α = maxC∈Class(αC), where αC is taken to be the constant of definition 6,
if C is of strictly positive arity, and αC is equal to the constant 0 otherwise. The inequalities
follow directly by induction on the size of an object.
3.2 Sup-interpretations
DEFINITION 8. Given a program p, a sup-interpretation of p is an assignment θ of p which
satisfies:
1. The assignment θ is weakly monotonic. i.e. for each symbol b ∈ dom(θ), the function
θ(b) satisfies ∀⋄1, . . . , ⋄n, ⋄
′
1, . . . , ⋄
′
n ∈ R
+, ⋄i ≥ ⋄
′
i ⇒ θ(b)(. . . , ⋄i, . . .) ≥ θ(b)(. . . , ⋄
′
i, . . .).
2. For each object o ∈ Object, θ∗(o) ≥ |o|
3. For each method f ∈ dom(θ) of arity m, for each o1, . . . , om ∈ Objects and for each
store σ, if 〈X.f(o1, . . . , om), σ〉 ↓ 〈o, σ′〉 then:
• θ(f)(θ∗(o1), . . . , θ∗(om), θ∗(Xσ)) ≥ θ∗(o)
• θ(f)(θ∗(o1), . . . , θ∗(om), θ∗(Xσ)) ≥ θ∗(Xσ′)
A sup-interpretation is polynomial if it is a polynomial assignment.
Notice that the last condition on methods allows to bound both the sup-interpretation
of the output θ∗(o) and the sup-interpretation of the side effect θ∗(Xσ′).
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Example 3 Consider the program of example 1. We claim that the partial assignment θ defined
by θ(null) = 0, θ(setTail)(@y,@) = @y + @ and θ(List)(@X,@Y,@W ,@Z) = @X + @Y +
@W +@Z + 1 is a sup-interpretation of this program. Indeed, the considered functions are monotonic.
Since this assignment is additive, by lemma 7, we obtain that for each list l, θ(l) ≥ |l|. Finally,
given a store σ such that 〈X.setTail(o), σ〉 ↓ 〈v, σ′〉 and Xσ = new List(h, t, oW , oZ), for
some objects h, t oW and oZ, we have that v = h and σ
′ = σ{X ← new List(h, o, oW , oZ)}.
Consequently, we check that θ is a sup-interpretation:
θ(setTail)(θ∗(o), θ∗(new List(h, t, oW , oZ))) ≥ θ∗(o) + θ∗(new List(h, t, oW , oZ))
≥ θ∗(o) + θ∗(h) + θ∗(t) + θ∗(oW) + θ
∗(oZ) + 1
≥ max(θ∗(v), θ∗(Xσ′))
LEMMA 9. Given a program p having a sup-interpretation θ defined over X.f(e1, . . . , en), for
each store σ, if 〈X.f(e1, . . . , en), σ〉 ↓ 〈o, σ′〉, then θ∗(X.f(e1, . . . , en)σ) ≥ max(θ∗(o), θ∗(Xσ′)).
PROOF. We show this lemma in two steps. First, we can show easily by structural induc-
tion on an expression e that, for each store σ, if 〈e, σ〉 ↓ 〈o, σ〉 then θ∗(eσ) = θ∗(o). Second,
suppose that a = X.f(e1, . . . , en), 〈a, σ〉 ↓ 〈o, σ′〉 and that, for each i ∈ {1, n} 〈ei, σ〉 ↓ 〈oi, σ〉.
θ∗(aσ) ≥ θ∗(Xσ.f(e1σ, . . . , enσ)) By definition of σ
≥ θ(f)(θ∗(e1σ), . . . , θ∗(enσ), θ∗(Xσ)) By definition of θ
≥ θ(f)(θ∗(o1), . . . , θ∗(on), θ∗(Xσ)) By step 1
≥ max(θ∗(o), θ∗(o′)) By definition 8
Example 4 Consider the linked list class of example 1, a method call V.setTail(U) and a store σ
such that Uσ = new List(null,new List(null),null) and Vσ = new List(h, t,null),
for some objects h and t. The method call V.setTail(U) updates the tail of the object contained in
V to the object contained in U and then returns the head of the object contained in V. Consequently,
we obtain that:
〈V.setTail(U), σ〉 ↓
〈
h, σ{V ← new List(h,new List(null,new List(null),null),null)}
〉
Taking the sup-interpretation θ defined in example 3, we check that:
θ∗(V.setTail(U)σ) ≥ θ(setTail)(θ∗(Uσ), θ∗(Vσ))
≥ θ∗(new List(h, t,null)) + θ∗(new List(null,new List(null),null))
≥ θ∗(h) + θ∗(t) + 3
≥ max(θ∗(h), θ∗(h) + 3)
≥ max(θ∗(h), θ∗(new List(h,new List(null,new List(null),null),null)))
3.3 Weights
The notion of weight allows to control the size of the objects (and a fortiori the number of
instantiated objects) during loop iterations. A weight is a partial mapping over commands.
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DEFINITION 10.[Context] A context C[•1, . . . , •n] is a special command defined by the fol-
lowing grammar:
C[•] ::=skip | •1 | . . . | •n | X := a | X := e | C1[•];C2[•] | loop X {C1[•]}
| if(e)then{C1[•]}else{C2[•]} | while e {C1[•]}
Let C[Cm1, . . . ,Cmn] denote the substitution of each •i by the command Cmi in C[•1, . . . , •n].
A one-hole context is a context having exactly one occurrence of each •i. One-hole contexts
induce a partial ordering ⊑ (resp. strict partial ordering ⊏) over commands defined by
Cm1 ⊑ Cm2 (resp. Cm1 ⊏ Cm2) if and only if there is a one-hole context C[•] (resp. distinct
from •) such that Cm2 = C[Cm1].
DEFINITION 11.[Minimal, while and loop commands] A command Cm is:
- aminimal command if there is no context of the shapeC[•1, •2] = if(e)then{•1}else{•2}
or C[•1, •2] = •1; •2 such that Cm = C[Cm1,Cm2], for some commands Cm1 and Cm2.
- a while command if there are a one-hole contextC[•] and a command Cm1 = while e {Cm2}
such that Cm = C[Cm1].
- a loop command if Cm is not a while command and there are a one-hole context C[•] and a
command Cm1 = loop X {Cm2} such that Cm = C[Cm1].
Example 5 We illustrate the distinct notions introduced above by the following example:
Class main {varX; varY; varZ;
Cm1 : X := Y;loop X {while Y { Y = Y.getTail(); }} ;
Cm2 : loop X {Cm3 : Z := Z.getTail(); } ; }
The command Cm1 is a while command but neither a minimal command nor a loop command. The
command Cm2 is a minimal and loop command. The command Cm3 is only a minimal command.
DEFINITION 12.[Weight] Given a program p having a main class with n attributes, the
weight ω is a partial mapping which assigns to every minimal and loop command Cm, a
total function ωCm from (R+)n+1 to R+ which satisfies:
1. ωCm is weakly monotonic ∀i, @i ≥ @
′
i ⇒ ωCm(. . . ,@i, . . .) ≥ ωCm(. . . ,@
′
i, . . .)
2. ωCm has the subterm property ∀i, ∀@i ∈ R
+ ωCm(. . . ,@i, . . .) ≥ @i
A weight ω is polynomial if each ωCm is a function ofMax-Poly {R+}.
Example 6 The program of example 5 has three attributes and exactly one minimal and loop com-
mand Cm2. Consequently, the mapping ω defined by ωCm2(@,@X,@Y,@Z) = @ +max(@X,@Y,@Z)
is a polynomial weight.
4 Criteria to control resources
4.1 Brotherly criterion
The brotherly criterion gives constraints on weights and sup-interpretations in order to
bound the size of the objects computed by the program by some polynomial in the size
of the inputs.
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DEFINITION 13. A program having a main class with n attributes X1, . . . ,Xn is brotherly if
there are a total, polynomial and additive sup-interpretation θ and a polynomial weight ω
such that:
• For every minimal and loop command Cm of the main class:
– For every method call a of the shape Xj.f(e1, . . . , em) occurring in Cm:
ωCm(@+ 1, θ(X1), . . . , θ(Xn)) ≥ ωCm(@, θ(X1), . . . , θ(Xj−1), θ
∗(a), θ(Xj+1), . . . , θ(Xn))
where @ is a fresh variable.
– For every variable assignment Xi := d ⊑ Cm:
ωCm(@+ 1, θ(X1), . . . , θ(Xn)) ≥ ωCm(@, θ(X1), . . . , θ(Xi−1), θ
∗(d), θ(Xi+1), . . . , θ(Xn))
where @ is a fresh variable.
• For every minimal and while command Cm of the main class:
– For every variable assignment Xi := d ⊑ Cm,max(θ(X1), . . . , θ(Xn)) ≥ θ∗(d)
Intuitively, the first condition on loop commands ensures that the size of the objects
held by the attributes remains polynomially bounded. The fresh variable @ can be seen as a
temporal factor which takes into account the number of iterations allowed in a loop. Such a
number is polynomially bounded by the size of the objects held by the attributes in the store.
The second condition onwhile commands ensures that a computation is non-size-increasing
since we have no piece of information about the termination of while commands.
THEOREM 14. Given a brotherly program p of main class Class main {A Cm}, having n
attributes X1, . . . ,Xn, there exists a polynomial P such that for any store σ and any command
Cm1 ⊑ Cm if 〈Cm1, σ〉 ↓ 〈σ′〉 then P(|X1σ|, . . . , |Xnσ|) ≥ maxi=1..n(|Xiσ′|).
PROOF. We can build the polynomial P by structural induction on commands.
Example 7 Consider the following program
Class main {Var U; Var V; Var T; loop T {U := V.reverse()} ;U.setTail(T)}
Cm = loop T {U := V.reverse()} is the only minimal and loop command. Consequently, we
have to find a polynomial weight ω and a polynomial and additive sup-interpretation θ such that:
ωCm(@ + 1, θ(U), θ(V), θ(T)) ≥ ωCm(@, θ(U), θ(V.reverse()), θ(T))
ωCm(@ + 1, θ(U), θ(V), θ(T)) ≥ ωCm(@,V.reverse(), θ(V), θ(T))
in order to check the brotherly criterion. We let the reader check that the assignment θ defined by
θ(reverse)(@) = @ together with the assignment of example 3 defines a total (i.e. defined for
every method symbol), polynomial and additive sup-interpretation.
Moreover, taking ωCm(@,@U ,@V ,@T) = @ + @U + @V + @T, we obtain that this program is
brotherly by checking that the above inequalities are satisfied.
4.2 Heuristics for method sup-interpretation synthesis
The previous criterion is very powerful. However, before being applied, it requires to know
the sup-interpretation of the methods. Consequently, an interesting issue is to give some
criterion on a method of some class in order to build its sup-interpretation.
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DEFINITION 15.[Method weight] The weight of a method D having m parameters and
belonging to a class C having n attributes is a monotonic and subterm function ωD from
(R+)m+2 to R+.A weight ωD is polynomial if it belongs toMax-Poly {R+}.
DEFINITION 16. Given a class C with n attributes X1, . . . ,Xn, a method D of C of the
shape f(x1, . . . , xm) {Cm ; return X; } is brotherly if there is a polynomial and additive
sup-interpretation θ s.t.:
1. If Cm is a while command then for every variable assignment Xi := d ⊑ Cm, we have:
max(θ(x1), . . . , θ(xm), θ(X1), . . . , θ(Xn)) ≥ θ
∗(d)
2. Else there is a polynomial method weight ωD such that:
• For every method call a = Xj.f(e1, . . . , em) occurring in Cm:
ωD(@+ 1, θ(x1), . . . , θ(xm),∑
n
k=1 θ(Xk)) ≥ ωD(@, θ(x1), . . . , θ(xm),∑
n
k 6=j,k=1 θ(Xk)+ θ
∗(a))
• For every variable assignment Xi := d ⊑ Cm, we have:
ωD(@+ 1, θ(x1), . . . , θ(xm),∑
n
k=1 θ(Xk)) ≥ ωD(@, θ(x1), . . . , θ(xm),∑
n
k 6=i,k=1 θ(Xk)+ θ
∗(d))
where @ is a fresh variable.
THEOREM 17. Given a program p, a class C having n attributes X1, . . . ,Xn and a sup-
interpretation θ such that the method D = f(x1, . . . , xm) {Cm ; return Xi; } of C is brotherly,
we have:
• If Cm is a while command then θ(f)(@1, . . . ,@m,@) =de f max(@1, . . . ,@m,@) is a sup-
interpretation of f.
• Else, if R is a polynomial upper bound on the number of variable assignments occur-
ring during the execution of Cm then θ(f)(@1, . . . ,@m,@) =de f ωD(R(@),@1, . . . ,@m,@)
is a sup-interpretation of f.
PROOF. The proof is similar to the proof of theorem 14. The only distinction is that pa-
rameters can appear in the commands.
Remarks: Since a command loop X {Cm} cannot write in the attribute X, the polynomial
R can be computed by static analysis. Consequently, if we manage to check the brotherly
criterion for a given method then we obtain a sup-interpretation of the method.
Example 8 Consider the method setTail of example 1. The command Y := y is not a while
command. Consequently, we have to find a polynomial weight ωD : (R+)3 → R+ satisfying:
ωD(@ + 1, θ(y), ∑
K∈{X,Y,W,Z}
θ(K)) ≥ ωD(@, θ(y), ∑
K∈{X,W,Z}
θ(K) + θ(y))
This inequality is satisfied by taking ωD(@,@y,@′) = @ × @y + @′. We know that there is ex-
actly one variable assignment in the execution of such a method (i.e. R = 1) and, by theorem 17,
θ(setTail)(@y,@) = 1× @y + @ = @y + @ is a sup-interpretation of setTail.
5 Conclusion and perspectives
We have suggested a high level approach for analyzing the complexity of object oriented
programs. This static analysis is performed using semantics interpretations and provides
upper bounds on the number of object creations during the execution of a given program.
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Consequently, this study is complementary to the works of [9, 17, 3] using abstract interpre-
tations which guarantee that there is no buffer overflow in the memory locations of a given
program. Our study allows to perform a resource analysis of a huge number of programs.
Some improvements can obviously be performed in several directions: Currently, a while
iteration cannot compute more than a maximum function. A more precise analysis of while
iterations should be performed using the work of [19] on the termination of imperative
while programs. The criterion for sup-interpretation synthesis has no sense when consider-
ing recursive (and a fortiori mutual recursive) methods (Since we have to previously know
the sup-interpretation of the considered symbol). As a consequence, we have to develop a
criterion in the general recursive case, even if side effects make such a study difficult.
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